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Abstract: Bone-mineral density (BMD) is a measure of the inorganic mineral content in
bone, and is one of the more informative assessments of bone quality in both clinical studies
and forensic investigations. Several factors, such as age, sex, disease, genetics, and lifestyle,
affect BMD measurements, and normative standards must be applied for speciﬁc groups and
individuals. One of the most common disorders associated with low BMD is osteoporosis
and increased fracture risk, due to a decrease in bone strength and an increase in bone
fragility. Medical conditions like diabetes or hyperthyroidism and other parameters like peak
bone mass and postmenopausal estrogen deﬁciency also impact BMD. Single- and dualenergy photon absorptiometry, quantitative computet tomography, and magnetic resonance
imaging are some of the technological modalities for BMD quantiﬁcation, and each presents
distinct advantages and limitations, depending on the purpose of the analysis, the speciﬁc
characteristics of the individual, the bone site under examination, and the equipment and
trained personnel available. Recently, BMD values were applied to forensic medicine in a
variety of scenarios ranging from age and sex estimation to the assessment of malnutrition
and the use of ﬁnite-element modelling. Despite technical and methodological inconsistencies reported in the literature on BMD readings, there is scope for expanding the use of this
variable in forensic settings.
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Bone’s composite nature gives it its unique mechanical properties. Organic matrix
(mainly type I collagen) and mineral matrix (hydroxyapatite crystal embedded in
the collagen ﬁbers) are the main components of bone. Considering their contribution in terms of material properties, it has been proven that the mineral component
plays a major role in bone strength, while the organic matrix is primarily responsible for its toughness and plastic deformation.1–4 Changes in matrix composition
have an effect on material properties. As such, it has been shown that physiological
or pathologically induced increase in mineral content and collagen is responsible
for variations in elastic properties, while collagen maturity is highly correlated with
plastic behavior.5
The increase of fracture risk cannot only be attributed to tissue-material properties, as structural properties play a central role in the mechanical integrity of bone.
Architectural organization and bone mass are the other factors that can inﬂuence
resistance to applied force. The interaction of cortical and trabecular bone quantity
9
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allows balancing of bone mass and strength. After skeletal
maturity, external stress is one of the main factors that
controls not only the activation and deactivation of remodeling but also the balance between bone removal and
deposition. This phenomenon, coupled with hormone stimulation, can lead to an increase or decrease in bone mass
and architecture that is more pronounced in trabecular than
cortical bone. With regard to trabecular bone, the main
contributors to bone strength are trabecular number, thickness, orientation, and connectivity.6,7 For this reason, volumetric bone-mineral density (vBMD) evaluation has been
used as the main clinical and preoperative screening tool
for low bone mass and increased fracture risk. vBMD is
deﬁned as the ratio of BM content to bone size, expressed
in grams per cubic centimeter.8 Another way to measure
BMD is areal BMD (aBMD), deﬁned as BM content per
unit area (g/cm2). The two values are slightly different, as
equivalent values for vBMD in bones of different size
would result in different aBMD: the larger the bone, the
greater the aBMD value.9
Peak bone mass represents the maximum amount of
whole-body BM content reached during the life of an individual. About a quarter of an individual’s peak bone mass is
acquired in an interval of 2 years surrounding the time the
maximum height of the individual is reached, with 90% of
peak bone mass reached by the age of 18 years.10 BMD can
be affected by many factors, such as sexual maturation, age,
genetics, physical activity, lifestyle, dietary calcium, and
hormonal status/menopause.10–13 The development of osteoporosis due to the physiological aging process or to metabolic
disorders leads to alterations in bone remodeling rates. This
results in reduced bone strength and an increase in fragility
and bone-fracture risk. Osteoporosis is commonly diagnosed
by measurement of BMD,14–17 with the commonest method
used being dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) scanning of the lumbar spine and hip.18 The increased risk of
fracture is certainly due to a series of age-related changes in
bone metabolism that result in deterioration of architecture
and bone composition. Apart from the clinical application of
BMD, forensic medicine and anthropology use BMD for
estimating sex and age, identifying pathological conditions
like chronic malnutrition, and assessing diagenetic changes
in bone material.19–21 In addition, BMD has been used in
paleoanthropological studies to assess osteoporosis in archeological populations, although taphonomic inﬂuences were
acknowledged to confound BMD values.22,23
We review factors affecting BMD and the commonest
techniques used to quantify it. An overview of applications
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of BMD for forensic medicine and future recommendations are also presented.

Factors affecting BMD levels
Age and sex
Aging causes changes in cortical bone microstructure and
higher bone porosity, and age correlates negatively with
BMD and bone strength.24 Fragility is the result of bone
loss and degradation of bone structure.25 Assessment of
haversian canal and osteon area produced by an increase
in osteon-remodeling rates with age indicates an increase in
intracortical porosity, which may be used as an indicator for
the diagnosis of osteoporosis and age-related risk of
fracture.26,27 Moreover, cortical BMD aging changes vary
by skeletal site, and the severity of BMD decline also
depends on tissue mineralization, deﬁned as the percentage
of BM in the solid phase, along with the aforementioned
porosity.24 An early study conducted on humeral cortices
from cadavers noted that cortical porosity increased with
age, from 4% to 10% from 40 to 80 years, yet BMD did not
demonstrate age-related variation.28 Riggs et al29 found
overall BMD reduction of 47% in the spine and 30%–39%
in mid- and distal radii across the human life span.
Especially marked decreases were seen in females >65
years of age. In a large South Korean sample, BMD demonstrated an accelerated phase of decline for the femoral neck
during early adulthood.30 Therefore, differences in normative values for different populations and other extrinsic
inﬂuences should be considered when assessing and comparing age trajectories for BMD values.30 Moreover, discrepancies in results reported by different studies might be
due to the variables used (measurements of BMD corrected
for vascularization and resorption spaces)28 and other factors, such as skeletal site and methodological approaches,
which may also partly account for different outcomes.30
In general, an increased skew of the balance of bone
remodeling toward bone resorption produces a decrease in
BMD and bone strength in males and females.24,31 Peak
bone mass will be reached at different ages depending on
the skeletal site, with the earliest age being 14–18.5 years
for the hip in both sexes.32 Adult bone strength depends
directly on skeletal development and growth during the
ﬁrst decades of life. Males tend to reach peak bone mass at
an older age than females, with higher bone content and
density being accomplished at a later maturational stage.33
Both sexes gain 40% of their skeletal mass between 12 and
16 years of age. However, males will demonstrate a slight
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increase in aBMD at the lumbar spine and mid-femoral
shaft in the late years of adolescence, while females will
not.34 Underlying differences in physiological bone
growth and peak bone mass between males and females
play an important role in BMD sex variation.
After reaching peak bone mass at the end of skeletal
maturation, BMD begins to decline. BMD values later in
life represent the inﬂuence of skeletal development and
changes in the rate of bone loss, with both factors being
determinants of osteoporosis development in postmenopausal females.35 Estrogen deﬁciency causes an increase
in remodeling and subsequent bone loss in this group, with
low estrogen levels also reducing skeletal tissue formation
in response to mechanical stimuli.36 At older ages, higher
incidence of osteoporosis is seen in females in comparison
to males, regardless of females’ hormonal status, linking
the disorder not only to hormonal deﬁciency but also to
lower female skeletal mass reached at puberty or inherently higher BMD loss with aging.33,37,38 Nonetheless,
skeletal fragility also increases with age in males, as
demonstrated by the increasing frequency of minimal-tomoderate trauma associated with other risk fracture factors, such as previous trauma and bone strength, among
others.39 For example, in individuals >55 years old, BMD
differences in weight- and non-weight-bearing bones have
been correlated with variations in age and sex.40
Moreover, males in the same age cohort present bone
failure (fracture), especially on the lumbar spine, at higher
BMD measures than females.33 Sex differences in bone
loss due to age exhibit regional variation. Warming et al41
performed a cross-sectional and longitudinal study on
healthy subjects (not suffering from metabolic disease).
The cross-sectional data demonstrated a similar percentage
of bone loss at different sites (hip, spine, ultradistal forearm) in males and females aged 20–80 years, with the
exception of the distal forearm, where females had a
50% greater bone loss in old age compared to males.41
Cross-sectional and longitudinal data for females both
support:
minimal premenopausal bone loss only at the hip, an
obvious postmenopausal bone loss at the distal forearm
and hip that lasts throughout postmenopausal life, and a
bone loss at the lumbar spine that is only found in the ﬁrst
decade after menopause.41

Males in the same study exhibited continuous bone loss at
the hip throughout life, whereas an accelerated bone loss
was found at the distal forearm. This research reported
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some discrepancies between cross-sectional and longitudinal data, but in general was in agreement with previously
published studies.42,43 In order to ensure accurate assessment of BMD values, age- and sex-related standards might
be adjusted to body size, peak bone mass, skeletal size,
and as shown in the next section, population-speciﬁc
references.44

Ancestry and heritability
More than 80 loci have so far been associated with BMD.45
Molecular studies have shown a link between osteoporosis
and genes responsible for the regulation of bone metabolism, with a close correlation between the disorder and the
vitamin D–receptor gene.46 Studies showed that femoral
bone strength and BMD for black ancestral groups were
greater compared to white groups.47 White American
females demonstrated a higher prevalence of osteoporosis
and low BMD in comparison with their male counterparts
and black females.47,48 In white females, fracture risk corresponds to maternal family history, suggesting a genetic
predisposition for higher fracture risk and lower BMD.49
Moreover, South African and black American females
showed fewer BMD differences than differences between
black and white groups from the same geographic area,
demonstrating the impact of genetics on BMD.47
Furthermore, a study on 112 female twin pairs revealed a
genetic inﬂuence on BMD values.50 According to the
results, 60%–80% of individual femoral neck BMD was
attributable to genetic factors. Similar results were obtained
in other studies.51 Although a great amount of evidence
exists for a population/genetic effect on BMD variation,
ancestry often masks other factors that might account for
BMD variance, such as diet, activity, and socioeconomic
status, which should be taken into consideration depending
on the context.52

Lifestyle
Genes and environment interact inﬂuencing bone
metabolism.11–13 Individual habits, such as diet, exercise,
alcohol intake, and smoking, also have an impact on
BMD. A positive relationship between mechanical strain
and BMD has long been noted. BMD changes in response
to loading exhibit variation depending on the type, duration, intensity, and frequency of physical activities.53
Clinical studies support that low- or moderate-intensity
exercise enhances BMD in young adults and postmenopausal women,54 while no effect is reported for middleaged men.55 However, physical activity has been shown to
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be beneﬁcial for general bone health across the age spectrum, optimizing peak bone mass and mitigating the agerelated decline in BMD.56
Diet affects general bone health as bone cells responsible for the remodeling process respond to nutritional intake
and bones serve as storage sites for minerals, maintaining a
balance between absorption and excretion. Among the vitamins and minerals that contribute to a healthy skeleton,
calcium, vitamins D, C and K, manganese, potassium, and
zinc are considered particularly important.39 Moreover,
variability in the amount of physical activity, as well as
variation in calcium intake, can differentially affect BMD
over the life course. Beshgetoor et al57 found that femoral
and lumbar spine BMD increased with time, while a
decrease was observed for the control sample, with no
interaction effect being reported between sport and calcium
intake in relation to BMD. Although calcium is considered
an essential nutrient for bone health, it is difﬁcult to establish the optimal calcium intake due to interactions among
diet, physical activity, postmenopausal hormonal changes,
and genetics.57 A study on children and adolescents investigating calcium intake, exercise, age, sex, genetics, hormonal status, and weight found that the highest correlations
with BMD were for pubertal development and weight in
girls and boys, respectively.58
Magnesium supplementation will also increase
BMD.39 A positive correlation has been reported between
magnesium intake and BMD in the femoral neck and hip,
but no correlation was found for magnesium intake and
BMD in the lumbar spine or total risk of fracture.59
Overall, additional data sets with larger samples and controlling for other possible inﬂuences on BMD are required
to reach further conclusions on the effect of vitamins and
minerals on BMD.
High consumption of alcohol is expected to have a
negative effect on BMD.60,61 Higher calcium intake is
associated with decreased bone loss, but alcohol consumption is correlated with low calcium level and bone loss.
However, when both alcohol and calcium intake are high,
decreased bone loss is observed.55

Pathology
Metabolic diseases alter normal bone-turnover rates, producing changes in the organic and mineral matrix, and thus
affect either the mineral or organic components of the
skeleton, increasing the fragility of the bone itself.38 The
effect of metabolic disease on the degree of mineralization
varies depending on bone-turnover rates. High turnover
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will disrupt mineralization due to a reduction between
remodeling cycles, while low bone turnover will increase
mineralization at any bone site due to an increase in time
span between remodeling cycles.16 The spatial distribution
and heterogeneity of minerals within the bone matrix may
be another factor contributing to increased bone fragility
due to metabolic disease. As a consequence, individuals
with a high risk of osteoporotic fracture demonstrate a
higher degree of heterogeneity in mineral-density distribution, possibly indicating that the mechanisms controlling
remodeling fail to regulate the extreme mineralization of
tissue areas that are likely to be mechanically weaker and
more prone to fracture.39 Nonetheless, other research has
proposed that the regional variation in BMD distribution
might respond to functional demands related to the sensitivity of bone to strain in susceptible bone areas.62
Osteoporosis is understood as a continuum, embracing
multifactorial pathogenic mechanisms and involving systemic and local bone-cell regulators as well as the interaction of receptors and nuclear transcription factors.36 As
such, the osteoporosis spectrum is complex and heterogeneous, and bone densitometry has demonstrated different
rates of bone loss depending on skeletal site and life stage.38
Moreover, secondary osteoporosis—not occurring in relation to any underlying disease or medication and mostly
seen in postmenopausal females and males of advanced
age63—can be seen associated with a wide variety of underlying conditions, such as rheumatoid arthritis, osteogenesis
imperfecta, hyperthyroidism, Turner syndrome, or chronic
alcoholism, among others.38

Trauma
The ability of skeletal elements to resist applied forces is
linked to bone mineralization, a primary determinant of
strength and stiffness in compression. While higher mineralization increases these properties, it will also increase
bone brittleness, thereby decreasing toughness and augmenting the risk of bone trauma.64 In addition to BMD,
bone resistance to fracture is shaped by other structural
and microstructural properties like cortical thickness,
cross-sectional area, moment of inertia, cortical porosity,
and microcracks. Crystallinity also contributes; a higher
number of large bone crystals with age increases brittleness by decreasing bone’s mechanical properties, thus
making the bone more prone to fracture.65 Another complication associated with fragility and bone fracture might
be systemic bone loss after fracture, as witnessed in
experimental and clinical studies.66 In limb fractures,
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BMD within the injured limb decreases after fracture from
3% to 31% compared to baseline values measured close to
the time of fracture.67–70 This is a result of reduced formation of bone following fractures while resorption levels
either remain unchanged or increase.71 In part, the bone
recovers with time, but bone mass may never return to the
initial levels.66 Fractures trigger bone loss not only locally,
within the damaged region, but also systemically, affecting
other skeletal sites.66,72

Methods of BMD quantiﬁcation
In terms of locations for quantiﬁcation of BMD, several
skeletal elements have proven more diagnostic than others.
In general, metabolic rate, if considered as rate per
volume, is higher in trabecular bone than cortical.73,74
For this reason, the ideal locations for BMD measurements
are sites with high trabecular to cortical ratio. These areas
are called regions of interest (ROIs). In addition, the
degree of perceivable changes in trabecular architecture
and density seems to be higher in the axial skeleton,
making it the preferred site for screening techniques (eg,
spine). Nevertheless, other sites with high trabecular/cortical ratio have also proved suitable ROIs for BMD analysis such as the forearm, tibia, and calcaneus.75
Several methods have been employed on ROIs in order
to assess BMD, each presenting both advantages and limitations (Table 1).

Diagnostic radiography/X-ray
X-ray absorption is proportional to the amount of calcium
present in bone, and decrease in bone mass becomes
apparent after a reduction of 20%–40% in BMD. X-rays
can visualize gross morphology, but do not allow a quantitative evaluation of the degree of bone loss. The three
main parameters that can be assessed with radiography and
are of interest in the analysis of BMD are trabecular
pattern, cortical thinning, and increased radiolucence, all
phenomena related to the development/diagnosis of osteopenia and osteoporosis.76 The main use of this technique is
to identify factors that could affect the quantiﬁcation of
BMD loss, such as presence of fracture, abnormalities, or
other pathological conditions (eg, osteoarthritis).
Estimation of BMD itself is heavily affected by observer
experience. Radiographic equipment is relatively cheap
and widely available, and is a useful screening tool to
rule out factors that could affect the correct investigation
of bone-mass loss, yet has little utility for actually quantifying BMD.76 Nevertheless, an attempt to quantify BMD
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in radiography from the neck of the femur in order to
evaluate the potential for age estimation has been reported
in the literature. It was suggested that grayscale values
from X-ray images are directly proportional to BMD.
Results showed good correlation between grey scale and
BMD values.77

Single-energy photon absorptiometry
(SPA) and dual-energy photon
absorptiometry (DPA)
SPA, introduced in 196378 for measuring BMD in the
appendicular skeleton, normally employs. 125I as a source
for a monoenergetic photon (emits an average energy of 27
keV) detected by a sodium iodide counter. The procedure is
based on the difference in PA between bone and surrounding soft tissue. Calculation of mineral tissue is expressed in
grams over square centimeters scanned. Advantages
include the accuracy and precision of the measurement
and the low radiation dose the patient is exposed to during
the examination. Drawbacks include the fact that the object
of study might consist of only two materials with different
absorption coefﬁcients, which means that the method may
fail to distinguish cortical from trabecular bone. Changes in
the thickness of the surrounding soft tissue may also
increase variation. Therefore, the main targets remain the
distal radius, followed by the calcaneus, humerus, femur,
and ﬁngers.76,79,80 The same physical principle was later
applied in dual-energy PA (DPA) in order to avoid the
inconsistency introduced by the variation in thickness of
the soft tissue surrounding the bone. It employs a dualenergy radionuclide, usually emitted from a 153Gd source
and keV that allows deeper penetration power for structures
such as the spine. Calculating the attenuation of the two
energies gives an approximation of soft-tissue thickness.
The result is a measurement of BM contentthat, divided
by the area, provides an estimation of BMD. The main
targets for this examination are L2–L5 and the femoral
neck, although a certain degree of disagreement about the
ideal location for the test exists in the literature. Similarly to
SPA, it presents good precision, accuracy, and low radiation
exposure for the patient, with no variation due to different
orientation of the sample.76,79,80

Neutron activation
This technique is based on the activation of 48Ca to 49Ca
(other elements used are Na, Cl, and P) and quantiﬁcation
of γ-rays, which enables the amount of the original
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Table 1 Advantages and disadvantages of modalities used for assessment of bone mineral density
Method

Site

X-ray

Thoracic or
lumbar spine

SXA

Rate

Advantages

Disadvantages

*RRL

5

Screening for bone fracture

Low sensitivity for bone
loss

1–10 mSv

Heel

3

Low cost

Less predictive than DXA

<0.1 mSv

DXA

Spine

9

<0.1 mSv

DXA

Proximal

9

<0.1 mSv

femur
DXA

Forearm

3

Suitable for patients with hyperthyroidism

<0.1 mSv

pared to other sites
QCT

QCT

Spine

Proximal

8

3

More sensitive than DXA for individuals with high body mass

Higher dose of radiation

index (>35 kg/m2) and patients with degenerative joint disease

than SXA/DXA

More sensitive than DXA

Higher dose of radiation

femur
pQCT

Forearm

0.1–1 mSv

0.1–1 mSv

than SXA/DXA
2

More sensitive than DXA

Higher dose of radiation

<0.1 mSv

than SXA/DXA
MRI

Low radiation exposure, soft tissue visualization

Pelvis, spine,

QUS

Heel

Standardization of image

0 mSv

quality and quantiﬁcation

low
extremities
5

Low cost

Not classiﬁed by WHO

0 mSv

90

Note: *Appropriateness level from: Ward et al.
Abbreviations: RRL, relative radiation level; SXA, single-energy X-ray absorptiometry; DXA, double-energy x-ray absorptiometry; QCT, quantitative computed
tomography; pQCT, peripheral QCT; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; QUS, quantitative ultrasound; mSv, millisievert.

element present. The target is enclosed in a polyethylene
structure to control the uniformity of neutron ﬂux. The
subject is then placed on a bed with an NaI receptor that
counts the photons emitted, and the spectrum is then subtracted by the one created from a calibrated phantom. This
gives an estimation of bone-calcium content, because 98%
of the calcium in the body is of skeletal origin.79 The main
limitation is the amount of radiation the patient is exposed
to. This could be controlled by using other elements as
neutron source, although irradiation geometry must be
taken into consideration to give greater stability to the
measurement.

Single-energy X-ray absorptiometry (SXA
and double-energy x-ray absorptiometry
(DXA)
SXA was developed to solve problems related to decay of
the photon source. It employs an X -ray tube, and the main
target for the examination is the forearm, speciﬁcally the
area where radius and ulna are 8 mm apart. The procedure
is quick, but, as in DPA, has some limitations, mainly
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concerning the detection of fracture in ROIs that could
affect BMD measurement.81 Nowadays, DXA is the most
commonly used procedure for assessing variations in
BMD. The improved spatial resolution and precision,
speed of execution and, thus limited radiation exposure
make this technique by far more efﬁcient than previous
ones. To evaluate BMD, the attenuation properties of
different materials are calculated in relation to the energy
of photons. Various locations can be used for the test, with
the lower spine and femur being the most popular. A fullbody scan is also commonly performed. Another advantage is that the measurement is expressed as an absolute
value of aBMD (g/cm2). This allows direct comparison
across studies and time to analyze age and sex trends or
compare previous scans to evaluate a patient’s clinical
history.76,82 DXA also calculates body mass and distinguishes between lean and fat mass, due to differences in
tissue-attenuation properties. This allows monitoring of
patients’ general health conditions that could affect BMD
loss.83 As a number of errors can affect the estimation (eg,
precision of the algorithm, correct calibration, external
artifacts), great attention is given to quality checks when
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performing this test as incorrect evaluation could lead to
erroneous clinical decisions.84 A major drawback is the
lack of consistency in measurements between instruments
from different producers: this can reach up to 20% of
variation between two scans.

Quantitative computed tomography (QCT)
QCT is the alternative methodology to DXA for accurate
BMD assessment. The standard procedure for axial QCT
involves scanning the patient laying on a calibration phantom to convert the Hounsﬁeld units (HU) into vBMD, and
the image is acquired laterally. The measurements taken
between T12 and L4 are converted to physical density in
accordance with the reference sample, and vBMD is measured in grams per cubic centimeter. The issue of measurements taken on scanners from different manufacturers is
normally solved by creating a standard calibration that is
also speciﬁc to the bone targeted in the analysis. The
increased exposure to radiation is higher compared to
DXA analysis (60 µSv for single-energy CT compared to
1 µSv), which increases resolution and improves discrimination of uncalciﬁed tissue. Despite this, fat mass remains
the main factor that induces quantiﬁcation error. Dualenergy QCT represents a potential solution, due to its higher
penetration power, and age-related regression can correct
potential underestimation of BMD.75,76,85 A further way to
reduce exposure is the employment of volumetric QCT
(vQCT). This allows the acquisition of larger portions of
bone in a few seconds. It also provides increased precision,
with only 5%–10% deviation from the actual value. A
variation of axial and vQCT is the single-slice CT, where
a slice of 8–10 mm thickness is automatically selected as the
ROI. Automated selection and evaluation of the ROIs under
analysis clearly represent a great advantage, in order to give
consistency to the examination. In terms of quantitative
analysis, although no absolute agreement is present in the
literature, a BMD value of <80 mg/cm3 is considered symptomatic of osteoporosis. The main advantages of CT-based
methods include the possibility of identifying artifacts created by degenerative joint disease or arterial calciﬁcation
(common in elderly individuals) and restricting measurement to trabecular bone, which would not be possible with
DXA. Similarly, when examining obese patents, the ability
of CT analysis to isolate bone-tissue largely reduces the
noise encountered in XA. However, due to the possibility
of obtaining quick and accurate results, DXA remains the
routinely used procedure for assessing degeneration of bone
structure.75,76,85 Peripheral QCT (pQCT) is a low-radiation-
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dose analysis that has been developed for areas like the
distal radius and ulna. Although the potential in application
of this technique is great, it is used mainly for treatment
control. A further improvement that shows promising
results is high-resolution pQCT, which noticeably reducesthe signal-to-noise ratio and spatial resolution.75,76
Another recent implementation is biomechanical CT,
which employs ﬁnite-element-analysis (FEA) models to predict mechanical properties of the structure and fracture risk.
Material properties are given to the model in accordance with
grayscale values obtained by cadaveric experiments. A controlled load is then applied to the model, in order to recreate a
standardized mechanical test or physiological loading. The
potential of the approach relies on its capacity to predict risk
of fracture and monitor treatment efﬁciency. The primary
limitation of this technique is that it does not account for a
number of factors – collagen quality, mineral crystal structure,
microdamage – that can noticeably affect the estimation.76,86

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
In MRI, due to the lack of ionization, bone is visualized as
low-intensity spaces in the high-intensity soft tissue. The
target of the examination is the peripheral skeleton in
locations where the trabecular area is larger and contrast
with fat bone marrow enhanced. Quantitative analysis is
normally carried out in steps –– binarization, registration,
and segmentation –– following semiautomated protocols
that enhance reproducibility of the measurement. With this
procedure, several parameters of bone density and microarchitecture (bone volume/total volume, vBMD, trabecular
number, trabecular thickness, andtrabecular separation) are
quantiﬁed. The main advantage is the lack of exposure to
ionizing radiation. Although notable advances in this type
of imaging have occurred in the last few decades and fully
automated protocols for structural analysis have been
developed, the difﬁculties in standardizing image quality
and quantiﬁcation, combined with the high cost of the
technique, have ensured that DXA and QCT remain the
top choices for BMD assessment.76,87

Quantitative ultrasound (QUS)
QUS represents a noninvasive procedure to investigate skeletal disorders. The clear advantages are low cost and the fact
that patients receive no radiation dose. The main difference
with the previous procedures is that no image is created. The
propagation of the waves causes a displacement in the medium that is proportional to elastic properties and mass density.
The frequency usually employed is between 200 kHz and 1.5
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MHz. In order to quantify bone-mass density, the quantitative
ultrasound index (QUI) has been developed, involving a
combination of evaluated speed of sound (meters per second)
and broadband ultrasound attenuation (BUA in decibels per
megahertz).88 The most common locations this procedure is
applied to are the calcaneus and phalanx, but other long-bone
sites can also be assessed, such as the tibial and radial midshaft. The necessity of interpreting results represents the ﬁrst
drawback, as specialized personnel are required.2
Furthermore, as the devices used are portable, environmental
conditions must be taken into consideration, as they can
affect the measurement. It can also be applied to the investigation of bone elastic properties. Despite the great potential
of this examination, it is clear that further validation is
necessary before it achieves more widespread use.79,89

Compton scattering
Compton scattering is used mainly for research and normally
applied on the radius or calcaneus. It is based on the diffraction pattern of γ-rays compared to the transmitted portion as a
function of mineral content in a speciﬁed volume of material.
It is employed after scanning and identifying the ideal location using low-intensity X-rays, due to the possibility of
clearly discriminating between cortical and trabecular bone.
The monoenergetic collimated beam is detected by a collimated receptor at a known angle so that the scattering intensity can give an estimation of BMD. This technique
differentiates between the organic and inorganic components
of bone tissue, as scattering volume directly probes trabecular bone total density per unit volume. Although the methodology has proven to be extremely efﬁcient and accurate for
in vitro studies, clinical applicability is limited, due to the
difﬁculty in assessing bone volume consistently and accurately. Similarly, difﬁculties have been encountered regarding the choice of a unique phantom that can make
measurements comparable between different instruments.79

Applications in forensic medicine
DXA and CT are the most frequently used methods of BMD
quantiﬁcation in forensic medicine. DXA’s main use is as a
diagnostic tool for such pathologies as osteopenia, osteoporosis, and osteomalacia, but it has also been used in forensic
applications such as estimation of age, sex, and ancestry.19,91,92
Other methods, such as X-Rays and MRI, have been increasingly used to assess fractures and foreign objects or to estimate
age in living individuals. However, they are not currently
employed to quantify BMD for forensic purposes.
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Sex, age, and ancestry BMD applications
Sex differences in BMD values have been explored with
DXA on several skeletal elements. It is widely known that
BMD values decline more quickly in postmenopausal
females and osteoporotic patients. DXA studies on the
femur have shown a positive correlation of height and weight
with BMD, which was more pronounced in males than
females.19 These results contradict those of Paschall and
Ross,40 who reported no sex differences in the BMD values
of the femoral neck, yet the same study reported BMD
differences between sexes in the cranium. Fisher et al91
found sex differences in BMD levels of the hyoid bone. In
fact, sex discrimination reached 64% accuracy when BMD
was used as a single variable. Curate et al93 quantiﬁed BMD
in the total area of the femur (the sum of femoral neck,
trochanteric region, and intertrochanteric/proximal diaphysis) to develop sex estimation formulae and reached 91%
accuracy. Sex differences in BMD levels are not always
enough as a single indicator to provide sex-estimation methods of forensic value. However, the existence of sexual
dimorphism in age-related changes in BMD suggests that
BMD could be used in conjunction with other variables to
improve sex-prediction models.91
A new method (DXAGE) for age estimation using
femur BMD from 100 female Portuguese individuals was
developed by Navega et al,94 producing an error range of
9.19–13.49 years between known age and predicted age.
The authors highlighted the potential of BMD for estimating age in forensic cases and for incomplete human
remains. Bethard et al95 tested DXAGE on a large sample
of female American individuals, obtaining higher bias and
inaccuracy than expected. Error variation depended on the
age cohort, suggesting caution in application of the
method for forensic cases. More validation studies are
required to ensure accurate outcomes. Regarding the application of BMD methods, interobserver error, subjectivity,
and observer experience do not bias the results, as is the
case with most anthropological methods.94,95 However,
taphonomic inﬂuences need to be taken into consideration
for both forensic and archeological skeletal material. It is
well known that chemical changes in bone due to diagenetic processes alter BMD values.20,94
Castillo and Ruiz19 investigated the relationship of
femoral BMD with sex, age, and body mass index (BMI)
in a sample of 70 individuals. The ROIs selected for this
study were the femoral neck, trochanter, the intertrochanter,
the proximal femur, and Ward’s triangle. The highest
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correlation of age with BMD values was observed at the
Ward’s triangle. The authors provided sex-speciﬁc regression equations for estimation of age based on BMD values
at the Ward’s triangle, with R2 of 0.886 (SE 4.149 years)
and 0.919 (SEE 4.855 years) for males and females respectively. Paschall and Ross40 hypothesized that BMD values
from weight and non-weight-bearing bones could provide
information about sex and age variation. To test this hypothesis, the authors explored BMD differences in femora and
crania and concluded that the former was correlated with
age, while the latter presented sex variation. They provided
an age-estimation formula derived from femoral neck BMD
for pooled samples, with an error of 13 years. Wheatley96
considered the effect of ethnicity on femoral BMD. In
agreement with other studies, he found statistically signiﬁcant differences between black and white females in BMD
of Ward’s triangle.47 Ethnic differences were also conﬁrmed in BMD levels of femoral neck, total hip, and lumbar
spine in postmenopausal women of similar BMI.97
Meeusen et al92 explored the value of the femoral neck
axis in sex and ancestry estimation using DXA in a sample
of black, white, and native Americans. Accuracy for sex
estimation reached 86%, but for ancestry it did not exceed
56%. In summary, while ethnicity differences are reported,
differences have not been well deﬁned enough to allow for
reliable and accurate ancestry estimation.

Other forensic applications
BMD comprises a useful metric to explore cases of fatal
starvation or neglect in juveniles.21,98 Neglected and malnourished children have delayed skeletal maturation and
weight and height values in the lower-third percentile of
standard growth charts.98 DXA can be applied in living
patients and is considered ideal for children as it is quick
and minimally invasive. It can also be applied in skeletonized
remains without any severe taphonomic alterations or weathering. A case study of an 11-month-old deceased infant that
was assessed for negligence and malnutrition is reported by
Ross.98 Lumbar spine was selected for DXA for two reasons:
it is considered the most reproducible location for measuring
BMD and it contains a larger amount of trabecular bone
which is more sensitive to metabolic changes.98 Next the Zscore was calculated as follows:
Z  score ¼

Measure BMD  Age  matched Mean BMD
Population SD

According to the World Health Organization, a Z-score
is considered the best system to compare a child’s
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anthropometric values to the reference population mean
(WHO Global Database on Child Growth and
Malnutrition, 1997).99 Total BMD (g/cm2) for L1–L4 for
the 11-month-old infant was 0.226, while the BMD values
for a group of newborns and 1-year-old infants were 0.336
g/cm2 and 0.339 g/cm2, respectively. Z-scores were calculated for each normal group and were found to be less than
−2 which is the pediatric standard of low bone density.98
As such, the infant had lower BMD than expected compared to both newborns and 12-year-old children. This
evidence in combination with other forensic ﬁndings
could corroborate malnutrition and negligence.
Often in clinical forensic medicine, inquiries involve
alleged abuse or neglect in familial or institutional environments, misconduct of paramedical personnel in rehabilitation clinics or elder shelters, and torture by means of
violence or starvation. BMD values in living individuals,
both children and elderly, can provide important insight
into alleged cases of abuse or neglect. Differences in BMD
ranges between noninstitutionalized individuals and ageand sex-matched controls that cannot be explained with
pathological or hereditary evidence should alert physicians
for cases of possible professional misconduct or abuse.
An important forensic question in a variety of incidents
is the mechanism of inﬂicted trauma in relation to the
observed or reported evidence. Skeletal trauma patterns
are inﬂuenced by a variety of intrinsic and extrinsic factors
that deﬁne the ﬁnal outcome. Extrinsic factors include the
force and velocity of impact, as well as the shape and area
of contact with the human body. Intrinsic factors include
all individual characteristics, such as position of the body,
bone strength, and all the factors affecting it (eg, age and
pathology).100 Biomechanical CT allows for modeling of
the human body using quantiﬁed material properties for
BMD and soft -issue density and subsequent simulation of
any event. FEA models are currently employed to assess
mechanisms of head injury during shaking, impact, fall,
and gunshot incidents in forensic scenarios.101–104
The well-established association of BMD with age,
sex, stature, weight, diet, physical exercise, pathology,
and genetics suggests that it can be used as a predictor in
a variety of forensic scenarios in both living and deceased
individuals. For example, the combination of FEA modeling of the human skeleton and individual BMD of a
deceased individual with the use of postmortem CT can
allow scientists to explore if fatal fractures on the individual could have been a result of pathological conditions,
such as spontaneous fractures due to osteoporosis or
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chronic alcoholism, as opposed to intentional violence.
Personalized FEA modeling can better explain variations
from the mean than when generalized FEA models are
used.

Precautionary notes and
recommendations
The ﬁrst and most important step in the application of BMD
quantiﬁcation in clinical and forensic medicine is selection of
the appropriate modality, which is highly dependent on the
purpose of the examination. For example, when using DXA
for BMD quantiﬁcation and comparison to a reference sample, one should pay attention to the calibration of the device
and the use of phantoms as these products may vary between
different commercial suppliers. BMD varies with skeletal
site, which also impacts the interpretation of the ﬁndings.105
Table 1 lists pros and cons of imaging modalities in relation
to skeletal sites for BMD assessment.
In addition, postmortem intervals will have an impact on
the reliability of BMD quantiﬁcation. Ross98 conﬁrmed
empirically that skeletal remains without severe postmortem
alteration or weathering can be assessed using DXA, but
archeological remains with postmortem breakage exposing
bone fragments to soil or other environments are certainly
problematic.106 Hale and Ross107 also considered the effect
of freezing on DXA measurement of BMD in surrogate
models. This study found that BMD values increased consistently during the freezing process, which concurs with
previous studies.108 For frozen specimens, Sutlovic et al20
found inconsistencies in the correlation of BMD readings
from DXA and chemically derived values of calcium and
phosphorus. Therefore, for accurate BMD readings, it is
recommended that thawed specimens be used.107
Genetic and sex variation in BMD is well established
in the literature, yet a debate exists on the use of a singleethnicity reference population for evaluating BMD. For
example, when predicting fracture risk, rather than a
representation of genetic differences in bone-structure
properties, ethnicity may well be a proxy for other factors, such as socioeconomic status, diet, and physical
activity.52 This should be considered in forensic applications and the selection of reference samples.
Interpretation of BMD values of the target sample should
likewise be done with exceptional caution. Naturally,
comparisons of skeletal remains without context to any
reference sample cannot be evaluated with a high degree
of conﬁdence.106
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Conclusion
BMD is highly correlated with age, sex, stature, weight,
diet, physical exercise, pathology, and genetics, which
makes it a useful predictor in a variety of forensic scenarios involving both living and deceased individuals.
Despite technical and methodological inconsistencies
reported in the literature on BMD, there is considerable
scope for expanding the use of this variable in forensic
settings.
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